SPRING 2022

NOTES FROM
THE CHAIR…
Hello everyone, I’m writing my first ‘thoughts
from the chair’ on an unseasonably warm and
sunny day in March (who would have
thought). Let’s hope it’s a sign of brighter
times for us all in 2022.

MATS CONFERENCE
2022 - SOLD OUT
After three postponements in 2020 and 2021 we cannot
wait to welcome colleagues, delegates, speakers and
exhibitors to our conference at the Coventry Building
Society Arena on Tuesday 26th April.
The conference would not be possible without the support of our
sponsors and exhibitors who we thank for their patience and
understanding when we made the postponements in line with
Government guidelines at the time.

As a group, we are currently discussing the
next two years whilst I’m the chair of MATS.
It’s bright with the prospects of formalising a
very successful MATS group and opening
ourselves up further to the industry. That’s
really for the future, right now I’m very much
focused on the MATS conference. It’s been
two years since our last and I’m ready for
some normality - I can’t think of a better way
than to bring some of the established and
upcoming companies we use and showcase
what they do, have guest speakers sharing
knowledge and experience and inviting all of
you to join us and network at this great event
for our industry. For now thanks for reading
and providing your support to MATS.

Andrew Alexander
MATS Chairperson

MATS GROUP MEMBERS
MATS members include:
• Airwave Motorola Solutions
• Arqiva
• Babcock
• BT
• Cellnex UK Ltd
• Cornerstone

Virtua are a leading provider of bespoke communications infrastructure
services to the telecoms, FTTx, broadcast, data and wireless industries. No
matter your project we can help, from the initial survey, to design,
installation and through to test and optimisation. Our experts have
extensive experience in their respected fields and as a company we have
been involved in landmark infrastructure projects – from new hospitals, to
armed force’s locations, housing estates, stadiums, multi-storey offices and
broadcast towers and masts.

Continue on the inside pages...

• Freshwave Group
• MBNL
• MoD
• NATS
• National Crime Agency
• Network Rail Telecom
• O2 Telefonica
• Shared Access
• Wireless Infrastructure Group (WIG)
• WPD Telecoms
• Vodafone
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EXHIBITORS CONTINUED...

With over 100+ years of combined experience within the
Telecommunications and training industries, 3M Safety
Training as part of the Personal Safety Division, provides
courses focused on fall protection and rescue, safe work at
height, lifting and rigging, radio frequency awareness,
confined space access, general health and safety and
technical consultancy at the unique training centre within
the Greater Manchester area and at Customer sites.
The 3M Safety Training centre located in Oldham is easily
accessible from across the country and facilities include:
· 26m Lattice Telecoms Tower
· 2 x Monopoles
· 17m Working at Height Training Tower
· Confined Space Training Area with 40m of Tunnel
· Large Rooftop Training Area
· ITC First Aid Approved Training Centre
· Energy & Utility Skills Approved Provider (EUSR)
for MATS (Mast and Tower Safety Group)

When the potential risks are as high as the mast and tower
industry’s there can be no room for doubt when it comes to
safety.
You need a strategic, end-to-end approach across the entire
hierarchy of control. Through our integrated safety services
business, we help you to understand and mitigate risk, get
the right equipment and protect training and record
maintenance compliance.
Arco’s holistic approach helps you ensure there are no gaps
in your safety management, and we can work with you to
ensure that your health and safety starts with prevention
and ends with protection.

Commhoist is the specialist network logistics contractor
providing an END-TO-END managed service for new builds,
upgrades, decommissioning and maintenance works to the
Mobile Telecoms, Fixed Line Telecoms, Gas and Electrical
Utilities Industries.
Taking full ownership of health and safety, providing
telecoms and utilities trained operatives on every site, we
offer a unique fully comprehensive insurance that allows
Commhoist to deliver an End-To-End managed service that
gives all clients cost clarity, peace of mind and logistics
services delivered right first time.
Utilising our own fleet of specialist vehicles, plant and
equipment, we remove the need for any third party to be
involved, embracing a philosophy that eliminates as many
middle layers or stages of the delivery process as possible.

Fallprotec S.A. was founded in 2004 by two specialists in
Height Safety Products and Safe Access Solutions with more
than 25 years of experience in the business. It has innovation
in its DNA and continuously invests into product
development such as the Quickset vertical cable lifeline or
the RopeClimber hoist for person or material lifting. All are
certified by independent notifying bodies as per latest
European Standard and covered by product liability
insurance.
Fallprotec has a network in over 60 countries and its
products are used by major industries, renown architects and
large construction companies worldwide. Our professionals
provide daily support to our partners and guide the
customer from the first-scratch concepts to the installation.
A one-stop shop, Fallprotec provides services such as
industrial site audits, engineering and training in its own
facilities under ISO 9001 : 2015 E.C. Quality of Production
« Article 11B » quality control. The company follows
large-scale complex projects from the design phase to the
installation with bespoke solutions or standard products.

Meet our team of mast and tower safety equipment and
services experts at the MATS 2021 Conference to learn how
sourcing your safety management, equipment and PPE
solutions from one supplier will help protect your colleagues
and brand.
Arco – your world made safer.

Dropped objects are still killing people and profits. NLG
makes it easy to stop drops, with clever tool tethering and
simple training.

Petzl’s mission is to create innovative tools and services that
allow men and women to progress, position and protect
themselves in vertical environments, as well as to light their
way in the dark.
For over 40 years we have continually looked for the best
solutions in performance, ergonomics, comfort and reliability
while maintaining a constant contact with professionals, this
allows us to create the best solutions to meet your needs. The
demands and the commitment of both professional and sport
users are what guide our approach to supporting you in your
pursuit of the inaccessible.
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MSA Safety is a leading global manufacturer of critical
safety products, with extensive experience in providing
solutions across multiple industries, including working at
height systems for mast and tower structures.
MSA’s areas of expertise includes providing advanced
personal and fixed fall protection solutions, along with
comfortable, compact and adaptable head protection for
working at height. Because we provide customised fall
protection solutions all around the world with our range of
Latchways® systems, MSA has a thorough understanding
of work at height safety challenges and needs. Our
product leadership is backed by a team of experts and a
network of dedicated installers that are offering tailored
solutions in nearly every work environment. And MSA is
always thinking ahead - monitoring legislative
developments around the world so that we can respond
quickly with products and services designed to comply
with new regulations without sacrificing productivity.
MSA works collaboratively with customers to help them
identify the most suitable solution for their needs,
however complex. At MSA, we know what’s at stake, and
we know the importance of having a partner you can trust.

Paragon Traffic Management Ltd are a leading independent
supplier of traffic and pedestrian management and provide
permits / symology services.
We work with many specialist industries including mobile
telecoms, fibre installation, access and lifting solutions as
well as providing traffic management to highways
authorities.
We are accredited to National Highways Sector Schemes
12A 12B and 12 D for all type of traffic management from
rural and urban roads right up to high-speed works on dual
carriageways and motorways.
Other company qualifications include Constructionline Gold,
Safecontractor by Alcumus, Acclaim SSIP and we are a
founding member of Greener Highways.
With a growing depot network around the UK we offer a
genuine 24/7 365 service to all our clients.
We have developed a custom-built CRM to instantly share
information between the Paragon office, Paragon Road
based staff and the client, each client can have a login to
view all their jobs from inception to invoice and can access
live updates during site works.

Nationwide Platforms is the UK’s largest provider of
Powered Access platforms and associated training. Offering
a complete range of equipment, including truck mounts,
tracked booms, van-mounts (ideally suited for 5G small cell
applications), electric/hybrid boom lifts & scissor lifts, with
working heights of up to 90m. Our depots around the UK
and large team of operators, along with support engineers
mean we can offer local-quality service almost anywhere in
the country, any day or time of the week.
We have vast experience working with the telecoms
industry, and have a number of key services and products
specific to your needs, including:
· Specialist SkyTel™ attachment for safer handling
of antennae and shrouds.
· Traffic & pedestrian management
· EToN applications
· Council permits
· Temporary roadways
· Site surveys with comprehensive survey reports.
Looking to the future our fleet is also leading in
sustainability, with a growing proportion of our platforms
using fully electrical or hybrid power sources, and other
developments ahead to minimise the carbon footprint of
our diesel-powered machines.

For almost two decades, LOCKEN has been working to
ensure the security and operational efficiency of
companies through its unique access control solution and
customised services. Now, as part of ISEO Group,
LOCKEN continues to provide bespoke access control
solutions, based on an advanced management software,
that are particularly suited to critical infrastructure,
industrial facilities and companies with many remote
sites.
LOCKEN’s access control solutions are designed to offer
customers an end-to-end, scalable system tailored to
their individual requirements. With innovative devices, a
single software suite, personalised apps and support
services, they are the ideal solution for companies
seeking a long-term, profitable investment.
LOCKEN’s customer portfolio includes key accounts in
various industries, including telecommunications, energy,
water distribution, transport, manufacturing, banking and
local authorities.
In addition to meeting security requirements, LOCKEN
solutions are committed to increasing operational
efficiency and reducing company’s operating costs. Their
secure, user-friendly features play a major role in
modernising customer processes.
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ALSO EXHIBITING AT THE CONFERENCE ARE
Abaris International
Access Rescue Consulting at Height Ltd T/A Arch
APC Technology Group PLC
C.A.M.P.A
D&M Systems & Test (Fieldsense)
DPMS Ltd
Elev8 Access Hire
EUSR
FLI Structures
George Taylor & Co Lifting Gear
Harken
Heightec
IPAF
Link Microtek Ltd
MAFI AB
Maser Comms
MATS GROUP

Microlease Europe Limited
P&P Safety Limited
P2ML
REAX Ltd
Road Traffic Solutions Limited
Safety at Height Ltd
Shift Traffic Events
SKYLOTEC
SpanSet (UK) Ltd
Staysafe
Straightpoint UK Ltd
Swann Engineering Group
Tracked Access Platforms
UNITEX UK (Ridgegear)
University of Birmingham
VIAVI Solutions
XI Training Ltd

MATS Ticket Sponsorship for apprentices to MATS
Conference on Tuesday 26th April 2022, Coventry
Building Society Arena.
The MATS Group is pleased to be able to support and
encourage our young people into the industry. MATS have
donated three tickets to the Industry Apprentice Scheme
lead by 8Point8training. Apprentices from Ericsson, MLL
Telecoms and Virtua will be attending the MATS
conference on 26 April.

Quick Links

Use the camera on your smart phone to reach the full suite of free MATS Guidance Notes.

MATS Guidance Notes

Dropped Objects Training Videos

Telecoms Masts & Towers Training (MATS) Course
At 3M Safety Training as part of the Personal Safety Division, we understand workers’ lives are on the line every
day, but ensuring their safety starts long before the job begins. Based on more than over 100+ years of combined
experience within the telecommunications and training industries around the globe we are perfectly positioned
to provide training courses focused on fall protection and rescue, safe work at height, lifting and rigging, radio
frequency awareness, confined space access, general health and safety and technical consultancy at the unique
training centre within the Greater Manchester area and at customer sites.

Located centrally in Oldham, the training centre is easily
accessible from across the country and facilities include:
Ŕ
Ŕ
Ŕ
Ŕ
Ŕ

26m lattice telecoms tower
2 x monopoles
17m working at height training tower
Confined space training area with 40m of tunnel
Large rooftop training area

Ŕ ITC First aid approved training centre
Ŕ Energy and utility skills approved
Ŕ Provider (EUSR) for MATS
(mast and tower safety group)
Ŕ 5 x classrooms

How to book 3M Safety Training
Tel: 01457 878 640
Email: safetytrainingUK@mmm.com
Web: 3M.co.uk/safetytraining/courses-catalogue
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APPRENTICESHIPS,
IS NOW THE RIGHT
TIME?
Recruitment appears to be at the front of many
employers minds at the moment. As contracts start to
come online the demand for riggers and other roles
within Telecoms businesses has certainly started to
increase. With this, the increased risk to some
businesses can be huge. Is it time now time to act and
train the next generation to ensure we future proof
the sector?
The Challenge
As with many other sectors, employers in Telecoms are facing recruitment
challenges, balancing the recruitment of new teams in preparation for
expected increases in work, following the pressures of post Covid-19 and
the ongoing inflation seeing price hikes across the UK.
We have recently had the pleasure of speaking to sector leading employers
who are finding the recruitment landscape a tricky one to navigate, with the
roll out of 5G and the ongoing work commitments of maintaining 3G and 4G
networks.
The financial impact on businesses recruiting individuals or teams to their
organisation can run into the £000’s. Due to this we are starting to see a shift
towards businesses looking to utilise the apprenticeships to bridge some of
the gaps.
So the question we would like to pose is can apprenticeships help to mitigate
employers from a financial and attrition perspective?
The Solution?
Apprenticeships offer a great blend of learning and the ability for an
employer to have a more flexible approach. Furthermore, the introduction of
apprentice's to the industry will allow fresh blood to enter the sector and
negate some of the impact of recruitment in the future. So why do
apprenticeships work so well?
The Benefits
Apprenticeships offer benefits to both employees and businesses, some of
these benefits can be seen below. Focussing on the sector designed Level 2
Wireless Communications Rigger apprenticeship there are a number of
benefits that employers can really utilise:
• The maximum you would pay for the entire initial training including
revalidation would be a £600 for an SME sized employer (5%) (and could
be free for larger levy paying organisations) and the remainder (95%) is
covered by the government begins to become a huge financial incentive
when costed out against a commercial offering.
• This could be further enhanced by larger organisations who contribute to
the Apprenticeship Levy, by transferring some of their unused funds to
support smaller SME employers within their supply chain meaning no
employer contributions (other than Wages).

The Conclusion
Our conclusion therefore is that employers who are willing to provide the
time to complete the apprenticeship, will benefit from a high quality
cost-effective option, supporting an industry wide need for new talent to be
brought into the sector.
We have seen apprentices show commitment to their recruiting employers.
Those employers who have and are utilising the apprenticeship scheme have
been highly satisfied with the transparent approach (see employer and
apprentice feedback) and support that can be offered when considering
apprenticeships.
If industry leaders and employers plan now, then as a sector we can negate
some of the inevitable employee shortages that may happen in the future.
Two such employers using the apprenticeship scheme are Solutions30 and
MLL Telecom, find out what they and their apprentices had to say about the
scheme and how it is supporting their wider organisations:

Solutons30 – HR Manager
“It has been great to work with 8Point8 Training on launching our
Apprenticeship scheme. At Solutions30 we want to ensure that our
Apprentice has a valuable learning experience throughout the scheme and
8Point8 Training are playing a key role in helping us deliver this. From day
one they have provided a great service; helping with the recruitment
process, ensuring there is a detailed induction, thorough practical training,
providing feedback and helping us to set up our funding systems.
Additionally, 8Point8 have kept in close contact with us throughout the
process. We are hoping to recruit another Apprentice later this year and it is
great to know that we will have 8Point8’s support in delivering this.”
Their apprentice went on to say:“Since starting the apprenticeship programme, I have learnt so much. I feel
as though it has provided me with all the skills I need to be a good rigger.
My employer has supported me and are offering me further progression
opportunities once I have completed my Apprenticeship End Point
Assessment in April.
I have really enjoyed the opportunity to come back and continually refresh
my skills and I am challenged to try something new every time I attend my
training. I would recommend the course to everyone and look forward to
seeing where my career can take me in the future.”
Solutions30 – Apprentice (Kain Hutchinson)

Talent & Engagement Manager – MLL Telecom
“We have a great relationship with 8point8 Training and we’re always very
impressed with the level of service they provide for both of us as a company
and our new apprentices. The Wireless Rigging apprentices at MLL Telecom
are becoming well-grounded in basic practical engineering skills and are
motivated to continue their training. 8point8 have truly exceeded
expectations, having been extremely well organised and great at
communicating with us and the apprentices alike. We are already looking at
the subsequent development of our apprentices in the field and looking to
recruit further apprentices into the business later this year, with 8point8
Training being our apprenticeship provider of choice.”
MLL’s apprentice went on to say:
“I’m really enjoying it. Every day is different, and I am learning so much. How
to climb as well as lifting and lowering. It’s really helped me to get a true
understanding of what it’s like to be out in the field and how to work safely.
The apprenticeship definitely will support my career in Telecoms. It’s a great
industry to be in and some of my engineer colleagues often say that I’ll never
be out of work! I would recommend the apprenticeship to other, most
definitely. It’s a great field to get into and it also gives you an insight into the
world of work and what you can achieve.”
MLL Telecom - Apprentice (Dylan Share)

• The apprenticeship offers a bespoke training package than that of
commercially driven packages offered by employers. Offering more time,
support and guidance for new entrants coming into the market.
• With a focus around Health and Safety, including quarterly climb and
rescue refreshers.
• In addition to the Mandatory training, the 8point8 Training offer includes:
Monopole / Fixed Ladder Climb and Rescue, Capstan and Harken Winch
training along with best practice Antenna Installation (including basic
testing).
• The ability to mould the apprentice to follow your organisations’ vision and
values and to buy into the company’s ethos.
Meaning that upon completion, Employers can also be reassured their
apprentice will finish the apprenticeship a highly skilled rigger.

For further information relating to the apprenticeship contact 8point8
Training on info@8point8training.com or 01302 986 485.
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URBAN SMALL CELL
DEPLOYMENTS

The City Council convened a steering group that comprised
representatives from the IT and Transformation, Legal, Intelligent
Transport Systems, Street Lighting, Planning, Roads and Digital Economy
departments.
This group worked in partnership with WIG, refining its requirements and
working with us to develop efficient permissions and processes to secure
and access street furniture and ducts.
Normal network security best practices that work for macro sites also
apply to small cells roll outs. A publicly deployed small cell must be
physically situated to ensure public safety and reduce the potential for
vandalism or theft. The equipment needs to be physically ‘out-of-reach’ or
for low power cells to be ‘touch-safe’ to protect the devices and people,
be tamper resistant, alarmed and monitored for all components antenna/base station/backhaul.
In terms of RF emissions, both GSMA and Small Cell Forum recommend
adoption of ICNIRP installation class specifications detailed in the IEC
62232 Ed.2.0 standard. They are based on simple installation
requirements based on the EIRP of all on-site equipment and summarised
in the diagram below.

Back in 2018, Cllr Douglas Lumsden, Co-Leader of Aberdeen City
Council, said: “Our ambitions are for a smart city where technology is the
driver for a prosperous future for residents and businesses. Digital
infrastructure is vitally important to realising that vision.”
As cities develop strategies for post-Covid recovery, the quality of local
infrastructure is an increasingly important factor in attracting talent and
investment to an area. And high availability of fast mobile broadband is
proven to have a significant impact on a city’s economic competitiveness
and social prosperity.
Every major city in the UK is thinking about small cells but in the race to
be 5G ready, Aberdeen’s city council had the vision to unlock industry
investment in the enabling wireless infrastructure needed to transform
mobile connectivity and secure the long-term vibrancy of the city's digital
economy.
While other cities were awarding short-term Wi-Fi concessions, Aberdeen
aimed to target significant long-term investment in enabling infrastructure
for 4G, 5G and other wireless services.
There are always planning and siting challenges in any deployment and,
to state the obvious, there are more access points in a small cell network
than in a comparable macro roll out. This meant that WIG’s partnership
and close collaboration with the City Council in the planning and
deployment of our small cell infrastructure was critical to the project’s
success.

The lowest power devices can be installed with the minimum of design
constraints. Touch compliant equipment such as residential small cells can
be sited anywhere, much like the mobile devices themselves. For higher
power sites, manufacturers’ guidelines, specific absorption rate
measurements, MNO specific guidelines, minimum height requirements
(Hm) and exclusion zones (Dm) must be considered. Site design
parameters Dm and Hm should be provided in the product’s technical
documentation.
WIG’s deployment in Aberdeen enabled the UK’s first CRAN deployment
with fibre connected small cells, and marked a step change in WIG’s fibre
ambitions. There is an urgent need for more fibre infrastructure to
support the UK’s wireless sector and WIG plans to address this by
constructing bespoke new fibre networks for the deployment of small
cells and their integration with existing mobile backhaul networks.

We couldn’t have found a more supportive partner.

MSA Latchways® Engineered
System Solutions for Telecom
Unrivalled expertise in fall protection solutions for
the utilities and energy industry, from high voltage
overhead line towers to wind turbines.
View solutions and schedule a consultation today:
MSAsafety.com/latchways

Follow us on
The MATS Group may be
contacted by email at:
enquiries@matsgroup.info

www.linkedin.com/company/
mats-group
Now over 3800 followers
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